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A: Circle the odd one out. 

1. Quiet                          fast        goose             loud 

2. Morning      store      afternoon       evening          card       

B: Choose the best answer. 

1. They ……….out the zoo. 

Am      is      were      was 

2. ……………he like animals? 

Do        is       was       does 

3. It's ……….today. I should put on my boots. 

Windy          sunny        snowing       hot 

4. ………..does your mom work? She …………in a hospital. 

When/work         where/work           when/works       where/….. 

5. My dad is a pilot. He goes to the ………. 

Fire station      store      airport        police station 

6. The ……………..usually wears a white gown. 

Band           groom       bride     bands 

7. I ……….my hair every day. 

Take       brush       wait      put on 

8. The cat is ………..than the dog. 

Small            taller           tall         smaller  

9. Cows ……………….than the three horses. 

Are slower                   is slow          are slow            is slower 

C: Write the opposites. 

Good                              tall                           happy                      quiet 

Wet                                big                            up                            slow 

D: Make questions for the answers below. 

He works in a store. 

It's windy now. 

I am wearing a dress now. 

No. My dad's asleep. 

E: Unscramble. 

love / English / acting / stories / I 

sunhat/ put on / your/ and/ fun/ have 

getting/ we/ wedding/ for/ are/ ready/ the. 
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F: Which is different. 

Cub / cube / bus / sun 

Cat/ cap/ bath/ cape 

Fox/ rope/ bone / home 

Kite/ pin/ white / line 

G: Answer 

When do you have English? 

Is your classroom messy? 

What are the rules for the farm? 

What's your favorite animal? 

What are you doing now? 

What time is your English class start? 

What do lines and elephants eat? 

How is your mom's day? 

When it's snowing what can we do? 

H: choose one of the following topics and write about it. 

1. What's your favorite food? How do you make it? (recipe) 

2. Write about one of your week days.  
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